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Ramp generator device

Incremental control features

The VRG can be configured to work in “incremental mode” (or 

“step mode”). With this operating mode the output can be ad-

justed and remain stable at any of the levels defined, between 

the minimum and maximum, that have been set.

The number of output levels can be set from 2 to 127, for each 

side of the maneuver.

When this operating mode is chosen, digital inputs and push-

buttons change completely their function: they are no more 

used to activate side A and side B. They are now used to in-

crease/decrease the output level, step by step.

Description

The VRG ramp generator commands progressively a proportional actua-

tor, both in acceleration and deceleration, from a digital command (on/off) 

or a push-button command.

VRG is available with three types of output:

- PWM A+B (to command directly solenoid valves).

- analogue signal (eg: 0÷5V÷10V or 0.5÷2.5V÷4.5V or 0÷10V on both 

sides and directional on/off).

- ratiometric signal (for Danfoss modules).

Technical specifications

Supply voltage 10 ÷ 30 Vdc

Working temperature range -40 ÷ +70 °C

Output current range (min/max)
PWM: 50÷2500 mA / signal: 0÷10V / 

ratiometric: 25÷50÷75 % of Vsupply

PWM frequencies 50, 60, 70, 85, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 300 Hz

Digital input thresholds High > 3V / Low < 2V

Digital output max current 2000 mA

Connections
cable L=20 cm with Deutsch DT04-8 

connector

Ingress protection rating IP67

How it works

When “side A” is commanded (by IN1 input or by 

P1 button) starting from rest position, the output 

moves gradually to the max value set, following 

a linear acceleration ramp of the duration set, 

then remains fixed at the maximum value as 

long as the command is kept.

When the command is released the output de-

scends towards the minimum value with the set 

deceleration ramp.

Commands for “side B” work in the same way, 

but using instead digital IN2 input and P2 push-

button.

The output can command only one side at a time: one side can be 

activated only when the ramp of the other side has finished. 

The output varies between minimum and maximum value, accord-

ing to the set acceleration/deceleration ramps.

PANEL MOUNT VERSION

- two push-buttons P1 / P2 to command locally the 

two sides A and B of the maneuver.

- two digital inputs IN1 / IN2 for the same com-

mands from a remote location.
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BOX MOUNT VERSION

- two digital inputs IN1 / IN2 to command the two 

sides of the maneuver.

Multiple command stations can

be created connecting in parallel

the command signals of each location.
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This simplified diagram shows the trend of the VRG output (below) in response to the command of its corresponding input (above).
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12 VRG
Trailer pump application

G5 Rocket Flex 

radio remote control

VRG ramp generator

Description

G5 Rocket Flex transmitter can control up to 12 on/off functions of the 

machine, including the pressure and the flow of the concrete. 

LEDs on the transmitter give a feedback to the operator when certain 

limits have been reached.

With a VRG ramp generator, the trailer pump PWM proportional valve can 

be commanded directly in a progressive way, using a couple of buttons 

(“+” and “–”) on the Rocket Flex handheld transmitter to control each 

function.

Optionally, it is possible to save and recall the last proportional output 

set at each power-up.


